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Introduction

“The people up North do not know what war is,” John Brobst, a Union Army 
private from Wisconsin, wrote a friend. “If they were to come down here, 
they would soon find out the horror of war.”1 Brobst spoke for many Union 
soldiers during the Civil War who held views of their own families, com-
munities, and home states that defy the traditional picture of national unity 
based on their perception that civilians did not comprehend what it meant 
to be a Union soldier. Stressed by the demands of combat, often frustrated 
by the lack of success, and burdened by the hardships of army life, many 
Union soldiers adopted attitudes and opinions about various facets of the 
war quite different from those of civilians, positions often elucidated in their 
letters to family members. Soldiers who, as an army, roundly supported Pres-
ident Abraham Lincoln perceived members of his Democratic opposition as 
enemy adversaries. Soldiers became irate about civilian actions that failed to 
support wartime measures of which the army approved, or who engaged in 
activities the army perceived as against its interest. Some of the disgruntle-
ment came in the form of lack of support, whether real or imagined, for sol-
diers by those at home. “Those who complain of the war the most,” Private 
Wilber Fisk wrote, “are generally those who have suffered the least,” and few 
Union soldiers would have disagreed with him.2

 Union soldiers left their homes expecting to fight their Confederate 
enemies, but clashes with family and communities at home emerged unex-
pectedly. The issues that divided soldiers and the Union home front were 
numerous, complex, and long-lasting. While some issues emerged only dur-
ing certain periods of the war, others caused friction for the duration of the 
war. Several themes emerge when considering the perception held by Union 
soldiers of home communities. First, soldiers tended to lash out at things 
about which they could not immediately do anything. Soldiers at the front, 
unable to return home, felt frustrated at their inability to influence events. 
Consequently, their only recourse was to encourage certain courses of 
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action, liberally share their own opinions, or threaten retaliation when they 
could get home. Next, soldiers shared the opinion that the current national 
emergency justified strong actions. The expectations and demands soldiers 
placed on civilian communities often defied traditional political and social 
norms, but soldiers justified such actions in the name of saving the Union 
and defeating the Confederacy. This included threats of violence against the 
worst offenders of soldier expectations, threats that would never receive pop-
ular sanction in peacetime. Soldiers could sustain their demands only by rec-
ognizing a gulf between ”us” and ”them,” as soldiers understood that as long 
as the war lasted, they were members of a separate army community. The 
success of their new community was vital if the nation was to survive, the 
war was to come to a successful conclusion, and they were to emerge from 
the fight alive. 
 The most important theme, however, was the disconnection between per-
ception and reality. While accurately assessing most national issues, soldiers 
generated some inaccurate beliefs and conclusions about others, usually as 
the result of incomplete information and viewing events through the lens of 
their own experiences. Consequently, soldier reactions, to both contempo-
rary and modern observers, can seem reactionary and erroneous. Although 
soldiers generated incorrect perceptions of civilian activities, the situations 
in which they found themselves explain the defensive postures adopted by 
them. Operating in a separate sphere and undergoing great personal risks, 
soldiers shaped their own view of civilian behavior. Tasked with saving the 
Union by risking their lives, soldiers held misinformed views regarding the 
nature and extent of civilian actions and beliefs, but their reactions to civilian 
behaviors represented the views of those acting most directly to win the war. 
What soldiers believed may not have been correct, but their beliefs were what 
they acted upon. Therefore, despite their misplaced opinion, what Union 
soldiers had to say about civilian actions merits closer study as it reflected 
the direction of the army and the war. That is not to suggest that all soldiers 
always disagreed with all civilians. Quite the contrary, the mass of published 
Civil War histories reveals a broad spectrum of support, enthusiasm, and 
concern for the plight and sacrifices of Union soldiers. At crucial times of the 
war and on specific issues, however, soldier and civilian beliefs diverged, and 
a study of that diversion is necessary to understand how the social and politi-
cal outcomes of the Civil War came about.
 The misunderstanding and ideological separation that existed between 
Union soldiers and the different civilian communities was the result of 
various “divides” between soldiers and noncombatants. The most obvious 
divide was the physical one, the separation of soldiers from their families 
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and communities by long distances. For most young men, military service 
created the first opportunity to leave their hometowns and undergo new 
experiences. The early war excitement induced many men to volunteer as 
soldiers, but recruits soon found their new lives much different from their 
old lives. Military existence proved very different than anything the volun-
teers anticipated, and the separation from home became something many 
soldiers came to regret. Soldiers left behind families, and often their spouses 
had to fend for themselves. The stress of separation became only worse as the 
war, so optimistically estimated at only a few weeks in 1861, stretched into 
months and years. Soldiers matured, changed, and evolved over time, and 
wartime separation usually meant young recruits were quite different when 
they returned as veterans at the end of their service.
 Compounding the emotional difficulties of the physical divide was the 
experience divide, as soldiers believed civilians often simply did not under-
stand or comprehend their wartime experiences. Civilians, soldiers com-
plained, had no concept of the risks, constraints, and difficulties of soldier 
life. They grumbled that civilians did not recognize that soldiers had a differ-
ent mindset and separate priorities than those unfamiliar with military life. 
Private William Bentley summed up the lack of understanding when he tried 
to explain to his family how “a soldier, when he enters the Army, almost loses 
his Individuality and becomes a very small portion of the great machine.”3 
Even more difficult, soldiers struggled to make civilians who were relatively 
safe in their homes comprehend the stress of living under constant threat of 
death, illness, or serious injury. Civilians certainly worried about the physi-
cal well-being of their relatives and loved ones in the army, but soldiers often 
believed their families equated the difficulties and hardships of the civilian 
home front with the deadly business of being a soldier.
 Such dissonance might not have occurred except for a communica-
tion divide. Soldiers and civilians had only limited means to convey their 
thoughts, opinions, and ideas, primarily through letters and newspapers. 
Both methods, however, had limitations that prevented a closing of the com-
munication gap between the army and Northern civilians. Newspapers held 
a bias for one political party or the other, slanting the news into pro- or anti-
Abraham Lincoln rhetoric that skewed the progress of the war or the collec-
tive attitudes of a community. The absence of modern journalistic standards 
meant that newspapers became less a forum for public debate and more a 
clearinghouse for random tidbits of information, with rumors and rabid 
editorials substituting for accurate information. Letters exchanged between 
soldiers and civilians were not an entirely clear conduit. Positive letters from 
home were always welcome, but less optimistic content exacerbated the 
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physical and experiential divides. News of civilian hardship placed emotional 
burdens upon soldiers who could not act upon the problem, especially those 
who left family members in economically vulnerable positions. Soldiers also 
construed bad news from home as a commentary upon their lack of suc-
cess, which had the effect of actually widening the communications divide. 
Often, soldiers also did not effectively utilize letters home to help civilians 
understand their experiences. One reason has to do with ideas about pro-
priety: soldiers did not wish to offend or frighten their families at home with 
graphic descriptions of combat and death. In the case of such letters that 
do describe gory details, soldiers penned them to a male family member or 
friend rather than to females or families generally. Linked to this reason is 
the inability of soldiers, even the most literate of them, to accurately to put 
into words the dramatic and horrific scenes that unfolded before their eyes. 
Such descriptions required time to process and comprehend, which explains 
the frequent battle descriptions in personal diaries rather than letters home.4

 Once the war began in earnest, a number of social divides also emerged 
between Union soldiers and civilians. The male-oriented environment of the 
army camp created a gender divide that challenged the antebellum notions 
of male and female relationships and roles. Soldiers who partnered with their 
families and spouses in the operation of farms and businesses replaced their 
labor at home with their wages as a soldier, forcing their female counterparts 
to shoulder new economic, labor, and supervisory roles. Attempting to fulfill 
their prewar role as primary providers, soldiers tried to participate in deci-
sion-making regarding their domestic establishments and to provide mon-
etary assistance to their families, but these efforts proved difficult because 
of the physical divide. The war also tested the prewar notions of gender pro-
priety as the protocol and etiquette of gender relationships changed. Union 
soldiers also experienced women in ways unique to military life. Their male-
dominated camps had female occupants, even if only temporarily, in the 
form of camp followers, prostitutes, visiting respectable ladies, and women 
disguised as men in their ranks. Each contact reshaped how soldiers per-
ceived women and their capabilities.
 Soldiers also clashed with civilians over the developing racial divide. As 
the war eroded the South’s hold on slavery, the issue of abolition and emanci-
pation, or whether either was desirable, constantly rose to the forefront. Sol-
diers had a particular interest in the slavery issues as it directly affected the 
purpose and outcome of the war and, by extension, determined their imme-
diate future and dedication to the newly established goals. The Northern 
home front’s growing acceptance of a war against slavery as manifested in 
Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation differed sharply with that of soldiers, 
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whose firsthand experiences with slaves and slave-owners shaped a more 
diverse debate among them.  In addition to the anti-abolitionist element of 
the army, soldiers divided themselves into those who wished only limited 
abolition for the slaves and those who favored full emancipation of the slaves 
by granting rights as well as freedom. As another element of the racial divide, 
opinions on the intelligence and ability of the former slaves determined alle-
giance to the abolition or emancipation camps. The experience of fighting in 
the South and viewing slavery firsthand either reinforced prewar dedication 
to abolition or anti-abolition, or caused a change of heart. Shift of opinion 
happened in each direction, as sympathy made abolitionists or war-weari-
ness turned anti-slavery soldiers against their prewar beliefs.
 The emancipation debate also directly fueled the political divide. Accus-
tomed to the traditional rights of citizens in peacetime, Northern civil-
ians were not inclined to accept changes to their political and procedural 
rights in wartime. Although acknowledging the military crisis of the Civil 
War, citizens expected the government to engage in normal discourse and 
process when it came to political decisions, a position the soldiers did not 
share. Asserting they did not have the luxury of equivocating on key political 
issues, soldiers demanded clear and decisive action on the part of the Lincoln 
administration and state governments. Any less, they believed, threatened 
their lives, prolonged the bloodshed, or threatened to make the outcome of 
the war meaningless. The different perceptions clashed most directly over 
the crucial political decisions coming out of Washington, D.C. As the war 
continued, civilian disenchantment with Lincoln’s performance as President 
rose dramatically, especially in the aftermath of controversial and divisive 
actions like the Emancipation Proclamation and the establishment of com-
pulsory military service. Disenchantment turned into outright resistance in 
the form of anti-draft organizations, riots, and efforts to deny Lincoln a sec-
ond term. Soldiers, viewing the Northern resistance though the experience 
divide, perceived Lincoln’s actions quite differently. Although some soldiers 
experienced defeatism that led them to support anti-war measures, the vast 
majority of the army viewed Lincoln as sharing their determination to win 
the war at all costs. Denouncing Northern opposition as unpatriotic and 
treasonous, Union soldiers defended their side of the political divide by sup-
pressing Northern dissent where possible, declaring their support for Lin-
coln’s policies, and actively promoting Lincoln’s reelection bid.
 Ensconced in different situations and outlooks, Union soldiers struggled 
to communicate with those they left behind. Through often unreliable com-
munications, soldiers tried to describe and explain their experiences dur-
ing wartime. As the hardships of the war took their toll, however, soldiers 
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and civilians found themselves more and more at odds on the future of the 
nation. Soldiers desired a military outlook on the war, with battlefield suc-
cess first and social stability later, while civilians held a reverse opinion, 
as the war affected them economically more than it did soldiers. Civilians 
desired government restraint, while soldiers favored more extremist action 
to ensure victory in a time of national crisis. As the group risking their lives 
for others, soldier came to assert themselves in national debates and demand 
the support and respect of the civilian community who increasingly seemed 
inclined to adopt policies that did not favor a successful outcome of the war. 
Soldiers expected certain considerations from the civilian communities 
around them, and antagonism between soldiers and civilians began when 
civilians did not live up to soldier expectations.
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